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Book three of THE RACHAEL O'BRIEN CHRONICLES launches Rachael's sophomore year as she

returns to college in her old Ford. Before the engine has cooled a passionate lip-lock with the man

of her fantasies seems to promise great things, but Rachael soon falls on the wrong side of the most

feared professor on campus. She needs high marks for her scholarship, but that becomes tricky

when it seems that she and the professor have become romantic rivals. Coursework, navigating

murky relationship waters, roommate drama, a psychics warning, and a terrifying encounter from

the past are just some of Rachael's challenges. She will have to use cunning and wit to avoid being

SHELLED AND SHUCKED.
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Katie Lee and friends are an interesting bunch. This is a series and I plan on keeping up with it. This

particular one will not make sense if you don't read the previous books I encourage you to start at

the beginning, pure escapism, no stress reading but still thought out and well written. Think modern

day college age Nancy Drew. Kudos to Paisley Ray

This is the third book in the series and I recommend starting with the first book to be sure to get all

of the character background. That being said, this was my favorite so far of the three. I find myself in

a good mood after reading them. It's kind of like an adult version of Nancy Drew mystery mixed with



comedic antics. Rachael, the main character finds herself in new drama while some of the drama

and characters from the previous books reappear. The series takes place in the 1980's and I love

reminiscing, with things like binaca thong leotards. Cracks me up. I look forward to book #4!

I found the story to be amusing, but the writing was so rife with errors that it was seriously

distracting. Homophones, incorrect words used, etc.Edited to add: The biggest error besides the

horrible spelling and homophone mixups and the author using 'Midas' in place of 'might as' was the

constant reference to marijuana as 'hooch'. Seriously? Get a decent editor and MAYBE this book

would be better. I was being ridiculously generous when I gave it 3 stars.

I love this series. I am now reading the 5th book and Rachael is a junior. I hope we get to read the

one where she graduates. Since I graduated from college over 50 years ago, it was fun reading

about Rachel, her classes,friends and roommates, and of course the always bothersome shell pin.It

is an easy read and funny. Rachael can get herself into mysterious,funny and unbelievable

situations which always seem to get solved.

Rachael reminds me of myself and some of the mis-adventures my friends and I had back in the

day. Just can't put the book down until I get to the end. Then cannot wait to read the next episode in

her story! O Paisley, so many nights without sleep because I just could not stop reading. You keep

writing and I'll keep reading.

Rachael Oâ€™Brien returns to college for her sophomore year. This time around she deals with a

crazy expensive heirloom, a difficult professor, a mysterious man who keeps turning up, a known

stalker, and more relationship issues (still working hard on losing her virginity).Shelled and Shucked,

the third of the Rachael Oâ€™Brien Chronicles, is another entertaining little vacation for the mind. It

wasnâ€™t quite as good as the first two, but it had two surprises near the end that I never saw

coming and definitely spiced things up. I recommend this book to adult women. It is not necessary

to read the first two books first, but reading them will give you useful background information.

Again, I was drawn in by the characters and the story that author Paisley Ray weaves so well! This

3rd book had some excitement in the Swamps. Thankfully Rachel survived and continues to keep

us reading about her adventures. On to book #4!



This is the third of a series and I did not read the first two so I had no history with this main

character. I did like the author's writing style. And the story was compelling enough that I wanted to

find our what happened next. Perhaps I am not the target-demographic of this book, but I found the

main characters largely unlikable. They're self-centered, slutty liars.
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